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3/86GHVLJQDFRYHUIRURXUWK
ĝĞċĘĎċĜĎÊ ĎēčĒęĞęėģÊ ČďĞġďďĘÊ đęęĎÊ ċĘĎÊ ďĠēĖØÊ
LVVXHDQG\RXFRXOGZLQDVXSHUVHFUHW
ëĖĞĒęğđĒÊċĖĖęġēĘđÊĐęĜÊčĒęēčďÊēĝÊČċĝēčċĖĖģÊċÊėęĜďÊ
DZHVRPHSUL]H6HQG\RXUGHVLJQV
ĝęĚĒēĝĞēčċĞďĎÊĠďĜĝēęĘÊęĐÊĞĒęĝďÊíĒęęĝďÊăęğĜÊùġĘÊ
ëĎĠďĘĞğĜďÊ ČęęĕĝÊ ĐĜęėÊ ġĒďĘÊ ģęğÊ ġďĜďÊ ċÊ ĕēĎÖÊ
WRPXWLQHHUV DW JUDIÀWL GRW QHW
ĞĒďÊĠēĎďęÊđċėďÊėďĎēğėÊĝďďėĝÊēĎďċĖĖģÊĝğēĞďĎÊĞęÊ
(YHU\RQH·VDZLQQHU DQGDOOWKDW EXW
ğĝďÊĞĒďĝďÊĎďĠēčďÊġďĖĖÊċĘĎÊĒďĜďÊēĞÊēĝÊďĢďčğĞďĎÊ
RQO\RQHZLOOEHRQWKHWKLVVXHFRYHU
ėċđĘēĐēčďĘĞĖģØ

÷

÷ċĝĝÊïĐĐďčĞÊÜÊÒĠēĎďęÊđċėďÓÊ
ČģÊýģĤģđģÊċĘĎÊ÷ċĢÊýęĖēĎċĜēĞģ
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Mohammed Qaddous, (16 yrs) was killed
when he was shot from behind by the Israeli
military with live ammunition. Ussayed
Qaddous, 19, from the same village of
Iraq Burin was also shot in the head with
live ammunition and died in hospital
several hours later. The young men were
shot following a demonstration, where
approximately 50 villagers attempted to
access land that is under threat from the
nearby Israeli settlement of Bracha. It

West Bank, Palestine
20th March: 4 Palestinian
youths were killed in
villages near Nablus.

Villawood, Australia
Three Chinese men have escaped from
Villawood Immigration Detention Centre
in Sydney’s west by scaling a fence. The
escape took place at about 5am on Monday
29th March.
They were able to flee despite extra staff
being on duty due to the recent arrival of
89 asylum seekers from Christmas Island.
This escape follows the earlier escape of
four detainees from the centre in the past
month - including one who hid beneath
a truck and another who fled after being
allowed out to pray at a nearby church – all
of whom were swiftly recaptured.
The three escapees, who had been
held at Villawood for between 3 and 6
months, are now being
hunted by police
and the Immigration
Department.

Brief News

Sydney, Australia
On 14th February, the neo-nazi membership
base within the Humanist Society (HS)
won a strategic victory for their plan to sell
Humanist House in Chippendale, valued
at $3 million. They plan to use the money

Portland, Oregon
Anarchist queers of Portland, alongside
other anarchists, spent two nights in the
streets confronting police following the
police murder of Jack Dale Collins, outside
the Hoyt Arboretum.
“In Portland, we express our rage at the
murders of the houseless man gunned
down on Monday, Aaron Campbell, and
Kendra James. We express our rage at the
daily targeting of queers by the Portland
Police and the queerbashers they enable.
We express our rage at the murder of Oscar
Grant of Oakland, and the murder of
Alexandros Grigoropoulos of Athens. We
express our rage at all murders committed
everywhere by police, we express our rage
at the very existence of police.”

Shortly afterwards, Muhammed Faysal
(19 yrs) and Salah Muhammad Qawariq
(16 yrs) were killed in the nearby village
of Arwata. Israeli military spokespeople
claim that the youths attacked IOF soldiers
with pitchforks, and were then shot by the
soldiers. Local villagers, however, claim
that the young men were killed by Israeli
settlers.

was as the demonstrators retreated into
the village after being fired upon by Israeli
Occupation Forces (IOF) that the IOF
soldiers followed them into the village and
shot the young men.

The reaction of the local people, was
immediate and led to the burning of the
patrol vehicle, the town hall, and the vehicle
registry office.

Baradero, Argentina.
21st March: In Baradero, in the province of
Buenos Aires, a municipal police patrol
that was controlling traffic gave chase to a
motorcycle ridden by 2 teenagers, crashing
into it. The two young motorcyclists were
thrown to the ground and died instantly.

Absolutely rejecting a political campaign to
oust the fascists, the non-far-right members
of the HS plan, for the moment, to rely on
bureaucratic mechanisms within the HS
constitution to redress the Committee
election results.

to fund ‘educational’ activities and, in the
meantime, control the venue as a hub for
far-right organising. Mark Pavic, an active
member of the Public Information Forum
(a front for Klub Naziya/Klub Nation) was
made Vice President in the HS committee
elections, showing that within the HS
there is a strong fascist membership base:
around one third of total members plus
sympathizers who vote with them.

Bristol, UK
17th March: The office of Lloyds private
banking in Bristol was attacked. Windows
were smashed, and pipes and cables to the
building were cut. A plaque with ‘Lloyds
private banking’ was removed from a wall.
Walls of the building were sprayed with: ‘In
the shadow of a dark horse lies a capitalist
bailiff ‘, and ‘Bankers up against the wall’.

At 6am on the 30th of April 2008, the three
men entered the Waihopai spy base and
used sickles to deflate one of the two 30
metre domes covering satellite interception
dishes. For more info on the trial:
www.ploughshares.org.nz

Waihope, New Zealand.
Three men from the Waihope Ploughshares
group, Adrian Leason, Father Peter
Murnane and Sam Land, who were charged
with intentional damage and unlawful
entry at Waihope spy base were acquitted
on all charges as the jury determined that
the ongoing war in Iraq is illegal.

Riot police raided the Earls St squat on
2nd April, breaking up the 60-person
Climate Camp meeting, holding activists
throughout the operation. Activists who
were held are suing the Metropolitan police
for damages.

London, UK
Police in the UK are facing a compensation
bill of over AUD$400 000 after admitting
a raid on the Climate Camp group during
the G20 summit in London April 2009 was
illegal.
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Workers are
potentially
revolutionary.
However to
argue that workers
are essentially
‘disengaged’ is
merely to

4. Workers are not inherently
revolutionary or reformist.
They are ‘won’ to one or the
other perspective. Usually
they are ‘disengaged’
from such political
perspectives.

The rejection of the wage relation is the basis for
a universal claim that no one should be reduced
to mere means for proﬁt. It is the potential
rejection of being mere wage labour that makes
the working class potentially revolutionary,
not the fact they are workers for capital. The
essence of trade unions is the acceptance of the
wage relation as both the cause and end of their
existence. Workers will need to revolt against
unions and capital in order to throw off this
shit.

Anything short of a revolutionary contestation
merely accepts the capitalist system of wages,
prices and proﬁt as a fait accompli, a status quo
that could be argued over but never changed.

Instead of the conservative motto, “A
fair day’s wage for a fair day’s work!”
they ought to inscribe on their banner the
revolutionary watchword, “Abolition of
the wages system!” - Marx, Karl, ‘Wages,
Price and Proﬁt’ [1865]

over wages and conditions as a guerrilla war in
which workers fought the ‘effects’ of the capitalist
system rather than the system itself. Capitalists
tend to depress wages and conditions in favour of
proﬁts and workers resist these ‘encroachments,’
however resistance purely on this basis goes
nowhere except a seemingly perpetual back-andforth. Marx argued that workers should rather
ﬁght both these effects and simultaneously try to
change the system:

Mutiny Zine is keen to provide
a space for further debate
around the role (or lack
thereof) of trade unions
in revolutionary
struggle. Email
your 1500 word
article, brief news,
or 250 word review
to mutineers[at]
grafﬁti[dot]net

Anthony Hayes
Canberra

In conclusion: we need to encourage any sign
of workers wanting to break from all types of
alienating representations, whether unions
or political organisations. If we make
confused arguments, such as ‘unions are in
essence revolutionary’ whilst simultaneously
we experience unions as representational
organisations actually being anything but
revolutionary, then we contribute to the
ideological disarming of the working class. We
have the social-democrats and the Leninists
already doing this. We need to ﬁght against
such confusion and false arguments.

surreptitiously argue that workers are dominated
by bourgeois ideology. What makes workers
potentially revolutionary is the antagonistic
nature of wage labour in capitalist society. We
are forced to alienate our ability to be active – to
work – and sell this capacity to capitalists in order
to simply live. Hence Marx made the critique of
the commodity, in particular the transformation
of labour into a commodity, into the centrepiece
of his critique of capital. It is because we have
analysed the historical conditions of wage labour,
their transitory and unnecessary nature, that we
can argue that the working class is potentially
revolutionary. Why so? Because they are the
only class of people that can transform their
‘particular’ concerns as workers ﬁghting for better
wages and conditions into a ‘universal’ struggle
against wage-labour and the entire system that
transforms all of human life and production into
so many commodities for sale and proﬁt.
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Currently in Greece we are seeing levels of
working class militancy the like of which has not
been seen in ‘Western’ countries for some years.
However the big trade union confederations
have been crucial in   the development of
working class militancy against capital. Before,
during, and after they called two one-day general
strikes in late February and early March of this
year, the public and private sector umbrella union

This argument confuses trade unions with
something that all capitalists do genuinely fear:
working class self-organisation against capital. A
good way of illustrating this point is to examine
how trade unions act when the threat of workers
organising outside and against trade unions
arise.

1. Capitalists fear trade unions

To be fair to those I argued against I will attempt
to present the main points of their argument and
deal with each point in turn.

During the set-up of this network an argument
has developed in regards to the nature of working
class self-organisation. In particular I have
argued that comrades should not be involved
in trade unions, and that we should not view
trade unions as examples of working class selforganisation against capital. Rather trade unions
are emblematic of one way that capital organises
labour – obviously there are other ways that
capital organises labour from more ‘democratic’
methods right through to terroristic and dictatorial
methods. In essence my point was to clarify that
working class self-organisation against capital
and trade unions are not synonymous.

Recently comrades in Sydney, Wollongong,
Canberra and Melbourne have been attempting
to establish a workers’ solidarity network. The
intention of the network is to assist workers
in struggle to victory, particularly in helping
to establish solidarity with other workers and
groups outside particular workplaces and trade
unions engaged in these struggles.

Pro-revolutionaries
& trade unions

Western capitalism rebuilt itself in the 1940s
and 50s with the connivance and cooperation
of trade unions. Trade unions helped to save
and restructure capitalism in the 1970s and 80s.
There is nothing essentially ‘anti-trade unionist’
about the capitalist perspective. This would
be akin to imagining that social-democratic
politics are in essence ‘anti-capitalist’ or that
18th and 19th century laissez-faire ideology is
the essence of capitalism. The latter certainly

Capitalists do not fear trade unions; rather they
often need trade unions precisely when working
class struggle is in danger of leaping from
economic struggles over wages and conditions
to struggles contesting the wage relation and
the ongoing existence of capitalism – as is the
case presently in Greece. To imagine that there
is a ‘maximal’ capitalist perspective that favours
dictatorial rule and the naked exploitation of
workers without any mediate forms – such as trade
unions – is to trade in abstraction. Capitalists fear
working class self-organisation against capital,
and have often been in favour of trade unions as
both a stop to working class struggle and as an
important part of capitalist restructuring.

confederations have been deeply entwined with
the social-democratic government that is pushing
through harsh austerity legislation against
workers. Now, it’s one thing to argue that the
working class base pushed these confederations
into action, and another to argue that these
confederations called the general strikes in order
to channel working class anger and despair
into an ineffectual dead-end. Certainly the
trade union confederations have moved to keep
particular strikes and occupations of workers
isolated and clearly under the control of their
particular trade union leaderships – witness
the recent government printers’ wildcat strike
against the printing of austerity legislation that
was heavily and successfully policed by those
workers’ particular trade union bureaucracy.
Simultaneously the confederations have
attempted to ‘represent’ working class anger in
single day spectacles that allow the trade union
bureaucrats to demonstrate that they are ‘doing
something’ for their membership while they’re
also in cahoots with the state in planning the
implementation of the austerity legislation.

Many on the left argued that the pyrrhic victory of
the MUA (Maritime Union of Australia) dispute
of 1998 was just such a victory for the principle
of trade unionism. However the MUA dispute is
emblematic of the very backward, and indeed
functional role unions provide for capital. On the
one hand the union was preserved; on the other
hand the union presided over the very job cuts
and reorganisation of work on the docks that the
Howard government and the stevedoring bosses
demanded. In fact the union leadership went
into this struggle outraged that the stevedoring
company and the state wanted to sidestep its role
as mediator between capital and labour. When
victory was won by the mass mobilisation of
waterside workers and their supporters, the union
returned to what it did best: organising workers
for capital, even if this meant accepting over
700 sackings that the bosses were pushing for
from the outset. In this case – as in most cases
involving unions – the logic of capital is accepted
precisely because this logic is the horizon of

Trade unions have their origins in working class
self-organisation. And yet there is a chasm of
years and the changing composition of the class
struggle that separate us from the unions that
were organised in the heat of struggle and the
bureaucratically run behemoths of today that
have little practical memory of these origins.

2. Thus the ongoing existence of trade
unions is in itself an important victory
for the working class.

is the belief of many socialists and anarchists;
they view the apparent changes in capitalist
social organisation as evidence of working class
victories against naked capitalist exploitation.
It is beyond the limits of this article to go into
this argument in depth. However I will say that
this is to misapprehend what is the essence of
capitalist social organisation. And that essence
has been the preservation of alienated labourpower for sale as the basis of the production and
reproduction of the capital relation by any means
necessary. These ‘means’ take us through the
highs and lows of social-democratic ‘betrayals’;
Leninist-Stalinist state capitalism; Nazi counter
revolution; union negotiated productivity deals;
and liberal democratic mass consumption.

In a series of lectures published as Wages, Price
and Proﬁt Karl Marx characterised the struggle

Certainly trade unions sometimes seem to be
caught between the mass democratic base and the
bureaucratic leadership. However as a unity of
this antagonistic relationship, they do not escape
their primary role: the representation of workers
as workers in their struggle for better wages and
conditions.

Without doubt trade unions in the 18th and 19th
century in Britain and Europe were expressions
of working class self-organisation. However with
a few notable exceptions – e.g. the Chartists in
Britain prior to 1848 – trade unions have always
been the expression of workers’ attempts to gain
better wages and conditions; that is, they are
expressions of the working class on the terms of
the capitalist wage relation, and not expressions
of a working class against capital.

The working class are potentially revolutionary;
trade unions are not, they are merely one type of
organisation that workers form to represent their
struggle for better wages and conditions.

3. Within every trade union a power
struggle goes on between the
membership and the hierarchy. On the
one hand trade unions are emblematic of
working class self-organisation. On the
other hand the trade union bureaucrats
compromise with management and the
state. In fact the ‘ofﬁcial’ bureaucratic
union structure is a perversion of their
revolutionary ‘truth’ or ‘potential.’

union struggle, the horizon of wages, conditions,
and being ‘economically responsible.’

